Postcard Perfect Scrapbook Kit
Instruction Guide

NOTE: For this layout you will use Peacock ink to stamp 2 small flowers and the journaling tag onto white CS.
Cut these out. Use a water brush to pull color into the center of the stamped flower images.
1. Begin by attaching the Flower BTP strips to both pages, 3.5" up from the bottom of the page.
Next add the Juniper Triangles Zip strips directly below this, followed by the 1.5" strips of Pink Cs.
2. On page 1, add the bottom 4x6 Mint Photo Mat 1/2" up from the bottom of the Pink CS and flush with the inside edge.
Place the other 4x6 photo mat directly above leaving approx. a 1/8" gap.
3. Place the lower 3x3 Mint photo mat to the left of the 4x6 photo so the bottom edges are aligned, again leaving approx. a
1/8" gap in between. Attach the Yellow Triangle piece from the cut apart page to the top of the other 3x3 Mint photo mat
so about 1/4" shows above and approx. 1" sticks out the left side. You can now attach the photo mat to the page as shown.
4. Very carefully ink up your well seasoned "Family Vacation" stamp with Peacock in and stamp it right above the
photo.
5. Add foam tape to the back of the following cut apart images: Tag, Orange Flower, Circle with Flower and stamped
flower. Create the cluster shown on page 1 by layering and angling those pieces. Add a White Dot to the top of the tag.
6. On page 2, add all of the 3x3 Mint photo mats as shown, lining the bottom up with the photo mat on page 1 and leaving
approx. a 1/8" gap between them all.
7. Add the Postcard cut apart image to the right of the top photo mat and then finish the edge with the 3" strip of pink CS
as shown. Create the lower cluster by layering the Camera cut apart image with both the stamped tag and flower image.
8. At the top of the page all the Zip Strip pieces and Flower BTP pieces as shown. The shorter strips go on page 1, then
line up the longer strips with these, on page 2.
9. Finish both pages by adding White Enamel Dots.

Note: For this layout, you will want to prep both Mint CS photo mats by trying a ribbon around the base.
1. Begin by attaching both pieces of Paradise BTP to the bottom of both pages. Next attach the 1/2" strips of
Sorbet CS above this. Your base is now ready for your photo mats.
2. On page 1, add the 5x7 Peacock CS photo mat 2.75" up from the bottom of the page, and .25" away from the
inside edge. Layer the large Mint CS photo mat over the center of this. Now add the 6x4 Peacock photo mat to
the left of this, approx. 3" up from the bottom of the page.
3. Attach 1 small Blue Flower cut apart image onto the "Scenic Getaway" cut apart. Now attach this piece over
the top of the 6 1/8" strip of Mint CS and then attach that to the page.
4. On page 2, attach the lower 3x4 Peacock CS photo mat 2.5" up from the bottom of the page, and approx. 1/8"
in from the inside edge. This is your anchor piece and all other 3x4 pieces can now be added to the layout,
leaving a 1/8" gap between.
5. Add the Flamingo and the FUN cut apart images to the 3x4 Leaf BTP piece. Next, slide the large Leaf cut
apart image slightly under both of the 3x4 pieces as shown. Once that is in place you can add your journaling
strips, starting with the longest one first.
6. Cut the left edge of 1 Chevron Zip strip piece into an arrow, and cut the right end of the other Chevron Zip
strip piece into a banner end. Now add the both of the Zip strips to the top of the page as shown, slightly
overlapping them.
7. Finish the page with White Enamel Dots.

1. Begin by attaching the 1x12 piece of Orange Palms BTP to the outside edge of page 1, which is the Wood
Grain BTP. Make sure the Grain pattern on the paper is going horizontal. Do the same on page 2 (which is
the White CS base), with the 1.5x12 piece of BTP.
2. Next attach both strips of Sorbet CS flush with the Palm BTP pieces followed by the Paradise BTP pieces as
shown. Finish page 2 by adding the strip of Wood Grain BTP to the White CS base.
3. On page 1, attach the 8" strip of Sorbet CS (LS) 2" up from the bottom of the page and flush with the inside
edge of the page. Do the same thing on page 2 with the 12" piece of Sorbet CS, lining them up.
4. On page 1, add the 4x6 Peacock photo mat 1" up from the bottom of the Sorbet CS and flush with the edge of
the base page. Do the same on page 2 so the two are aligned. Now add the last 4x6 photo mat leaving approx. a
1/8" gap.
5. On page 1, create a cluster using the Umbrella, Chill circle and 2 flowers cut apart images that you cut from
the BTP sheet. You can use foam tape to attach them for added depth on the page. Add white Dots to the center
of the flowers.
6. On page 2, create another cluster using the Polaroid, the journaling ticket and 2 more flower cut apart images.
I used foam tape only on the flowers on this page.
7. Finish the layout with White Enamel Dots and 1 bow to page 2.

